
The Center for Disease Control & Prevention has proclaimed 

and it has claimed
another victim: 

your partner.

insu�cient sleep contributes to:

of consumers crave sleep more than sex4

S O L U T I O N

H O W ?

depression21

“many researchers say how well you 
  sleep – not how often you have sex
  – is the key to your relationship” 7

1

less sex 2, 45

more disagreements5

6

marital dissatisfaction6

Those with lower marital satisfaction
are more likely than their counterparts
to have problems sleeping 6
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unattractiveness32

skin aging 23

4 weight gain2

2.13 vs.
per week

1.6
per week

Get proper sleep.

a good mattress can
improve your quality of life8

Research links greater sleep quality and reduced
back pain, sti�ness and shoulder pain to sleeping
on a new mattress as compared to mattresses
five years or older 8

1

4

sleep together2
1 in 4 couples say
they sleep better
alone than with
their partner 4

But contrary to this belief, research shows that
“the psychological benefits we get having
closeness at night trump the objective
costs of sleeping with a partner” 5

for both men and women7, 9, 10 

have sex
before bed3 Orgasms have been proven to relax 

your body which can be just what you 
need to fall asleep after 11

adjust the environment
to work for both of you
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60% of women say their sleep environment keeps
them awake more than their sleep partner 4

1. use a pillow barrier
     If tossing, turning and elbowing are the problem, invest in a body
     pillow and place it between you.11

2. plug the noise problem 
     If you’re dealing with a partner who constantly snores, it makes sense to
     buy some comfortable earplugs – ones that are made especially for sleeping.11

3. use separate blankets  
     Use two separate blankets or comforters, so you never have
     to fight cover battles again.10
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